Excellence:

The Art of doing ordinary things
extraordinarily well
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Those who attain to any excellence
commonly spend life in some single pursuit,
for Excellence is not often gained upon easier terms. - Samuel Johnson

Leading from the front: The Decision Makers
Organic growth that has been achieved
over the past two decades is the
foundation stone of the leading position
Shilp Gravures Limited ﬁnds itself in today.
This success story is proof of the sheer
persistence and perseverance, and the
single minded focus of the leadership at
the company in building upon its strength
and knowledge.
A tribute to the vision, that not only
visualized the future, but also inspired the
entire team of technocrates to achieve
beyond the expectations of the market to be ready to meet the needs of the
customers before they have realized their
own needs...

This is how the company has grown from
strength to strength - pioneering
the adoption of revolutionary,
cutting-edge technology that brought
the world to the customer’s doorstep.
Today what Shilp Gravures offers is
unparalleled: the power of more than
300 technically brilliant minds, working
on the world’s most advanced
technology with the express purpose of
converting this expertise to the beneﬁt of
the customer – You.
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The will to win, the desire to succeed,
the urge to reach your full potential, these are the keys
that will unlock the door to personal Excellence. - Confucius

Attention... Attention... Attention: Marketing Department
Our strategy is simple. The entire
processes of the company are centered
around just the one thing – You.
Professionals that are knowledgeable
about the industry you operate in… about
the special and speciﬁc needs that are
critical to your market-share…that have
the expertise in the printing technology so
that they are able to craft individual
solutions…and not just solutions, but total
solutions! Ones that are viable,
economical, ahead of the times.
And this attention is available to you not
only while vying for your custom but
throughout the entire process - right from
the initial pre-process brieﬁng to the ﬁnal

delivery. We are with you at every step
of the way – Always.
Not surprisingly then, our technological
leadership in the country is
acknowledged by a wide swath of
industry:
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Packaging Industry
PVC Flooring Industry
Decorative Laminated Sheets Industry
Articial Leather Industry
Chemical Coating &
Lamination Industry
• Flexography Industry
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Excellence always sells. - Earl Nightingale

Starting at the beginning: Roller Pre-fabricating
In our pursuit of excellence, desired
quality levels of coating on rollers could
only be achieved if the raw material on
which it was applied on is of set equal
parameters. We are willing to go in order
to perfect our product!
The quality of the steel roller plays an
important role in the subsequent
processing and its performance on the
printing machine. From the quality of the
cold extruded carbon steel seamless
pipes to the hardness required…from the
accuracy of the dimensions to the use of
adequate thickness in the roller wall…
from dynamic balancing to cylindrical

grinding – we have technical experts who
produce ﬂawless rollers in-house to
stringent quality speciﬁcations set by us.
Uncomparably, hi-tech & sturdy in-house
infrastructure, includes hacksaw and
bend saw metal cutting machines,
welding machines, lathe machines,
cylindrical grinding machines, static and
dynamic balancing machines. As well as
high precision measuring instruments for
ﬁnal quality check.

In-house Cold Extrusion Unit

Cold Extrusion Unit in Process
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The ﬁrst requisite for Excellence is the ability to apply
your physical and mental energies to one problem incessantly
without growing weary. - Charles Caleb Colton

Duel advantage of technology & expertise: Graphic Department
Only a bud can bloom into a ﬂower. Thus
the print can only be as good as the
design.
Shilp is well equipped with hi-tech
pre-press shop having various Mac, PC,
Proofer, Large Format Scanner, Server,
Image Setter, Data Storage Facility which
is backed with highly experienced people
who work on state-of-art software like Art
Pro, Packedge, Photoshop, Arabesque,
Illustrator, Corel Draw, Freehand etc. to
translate the design into engravable data
with high precision to maintain quality of
the design. This powerful combination of
technology and expertise helps us to

reproduce designs comparable to any
around the globe.
Once the design is processed, either
hard copy as Inkjet Proof or soft copy as
JPEG is sent for your approval.
The advantage of the digital proofs being
that the customer can check the quality
of the design before sending it for
production. As you can imagine, due to
these in-house facilities, the savings in
time and cost that translate into quality
are phenomenal for you, the customer.

Graphic Department
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Digital Prooﬁng Unit

Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement,
Excellence and achievement have no meaning. - Benjamin Franklin

Laying the foundation: Galvanizing & Polishing
Hundreds and thousands and
millions…creating a roller that can turn out
accurate prints, print after print, for a
longer time is our forte!

additive]. With the Gravostar machines
from the prestigious house of Daetwyler,
Switzerland, we are able to create cylinder
sizes upto 2500 mm in length.

Even deposition of the copper coating
and the hardness of the copper are
integral to this level of quality.

While Polishmasters from Daetwyler allow
precision machining of the copper
cylinders to highly accurate cylinder
geometry and concentricity. In fact, a
cylinder parallelism of ± 3 microns over a
length of 1000 mm is targeted!

Which is why we have developed a
special expertise in copper plating of
gravure cylinders to achieve even and
ﬁne crystalline hard copper deposits
[ Copper hardness HV 180 to 220 with

Copper Plating Unit

Copper Polishing in Process
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Whenever an individual or a business decides that
Excellence has been attained, progress stops. - Thomas J. Watson, Jr.

Continuous Vigilance: Laboratory
A Comprehensive, round -the -clock
quality checks are subjected at every
step of the manufacturing. This in-built,
process-based and documented QA&C
system ensures that you, the customer,
are delivered the quality that has been
promised. And so that at Shilp Gravures,
progress never stops!

pre-determined quality criteria are
observed process -by -process. Stringent
ﬂaw detection procedures, multi-stage
product inspections and approvals,
stage-wise process time analysis…these
are some of the checks and balances
that govern the quality chain at Shilp
Gravures.

The function of the laboratory is to
maintain strict vigilance that the

Laboratory
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Excellence is not a skill. It is an attitude. - Ralph Marston

The heart of perfection: Engraving
The ability to control every pixel, every
micron – Shilp Gravures continually
invests and upgrades its equipment that
is at the heart of the printing industry – the
engraving machinery. As technocrats who
have never been able to rest on our
laurels, we are continuously scanning the
world for new technology to add to our
impressive in-house infrastructure.
Electronic engraving takes the colour
separated cylinder data & converts it into
engraving pulses. These pulses are then
transmitted to the engraving head – and

voila! A ﬂawless reproduction! The
Gravostar machines from Daetwyler using
this technology offer never before quality
enhancements in the ﬁeld of engraving.
Shilp offers a choice of Chemical,
Mechanical, Electro Mechanical and very
soon. We shall be adding Indirect Laser
Engraving to our in-house infrastructure to
enable us to provide you with the
cylinders engraved by the most suitable
methods of engraving for a given design.

Electromechanical Engraving

Engraving Quality Check in Process
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Excellence is the unlimited ability to improve the quality
of what you have to offer. - Rick Pitino

The nal step: Prooﬁng
Like they say, the proof of the pudding is
in the eating – i.e. the end result is all that
counts!
Five Rotogravure Prooﬁng Presses with
the state-of-the-art technology from
Messrs. J.M. Heaford, UK produce
sample proofs of the engraved designs in
a matter of a few hours.
In fact, Rotogravure drum prooﬁng is the
only system capable of using all
production components for precise
reproduction of a proof which is the true
reﬂection of the actual production result.
Checking not only the accuracy of the

design, but also the correctness of the
colour composition, printing marks and
the printability of the engraved cylinder.
This gives the reference proof on your
substrate thereby permitting faster & ﬁner
adjustments in correct colour and ink
standards without costly rework and
press down time – making certain that
your job is ﬁnished with minimum time
lapses – and more importantly, to your
total satisfaction.

Prooﬁng Department

Prooﬁng Quality Check
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The noblest search is the search for Excellence. - Lyndon Baines Johnson

Repeated mastery: PVC, Leather & Laminate
There is a reason that the majors in the
Decorative Laminates / Artiﬁcial Leather /
PVC ﬂooring / Gift wrapper industry trust
Shilp Gravures to deliver the best – and it
is due to our mastery in the ‘step and
repeat process’ that is so critical to these
industries.
Our expertise over the Arabesque
software from Agfadotrix allows us to
create extremely rapid seamless repeats,
of precisely matched designs. Other
highpoints of this machine: The dry brush
for high-performance retouching,
separation module to produce
high-quality spot colour separation and a
fast and intelligent trapping module that

allows any number of alternative ink sets
to be previewed simultaneously.
Other in-house technology that gives us
an edge in catering to the artiﬁcial leather,
vinyl ﬂooring, laminate, PVC proﬁle,
furnishing and gift wrapper industry is our
Cruse Scanner.
Not only does this 1.00 m X 1.50 m ﬂat
bed scanner offer higher resolution and
geometric accuracy, but allows us to offer
added advantage to our customers: we
can scan thick, mounted, delicate or
three-dimensional originals to reproduce
them faithfully.
Scanning of large format originals, ﬁne
art, reprographics, catalog, circuit boards,
maps, forensic evidence, rare documents
and books, presidential memorabilia, etc.
are also possible with this scanner.

Cruse Scanner
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It takes a long time to bring Excellence to maturity. - Publilius Syrus

Quality Coated: Anilox / Coating Rollers
Why is Shilp Gravures the natural choice
of Original Equipment Manufacturers for
their requirements of Anilox / Coating
rollers ?
Depending upon the application, Shilp
offers coating rollers with different
technology:
• Electromechanical Engraving
• Mechanical Engraving
• Laser Engraving

Apart from that, a choice of screen
ranges from 15-400 mesh, a variety of
cell shapes (Pyramidical, Helical, etc) and
coating from 0.5 to 12 GSM are available.
We also offer a variety of roller sizes - and
even a choice of shafted and hollow
cylinders. Our jointless rollers are
exceptionally hard chrome plated for
good corrosion resistance and longer life.
We also offer special application Anilox
rollers for ﬂexography, lamination rollers
for packaging industry, chemical coatings
like gold lacquer, chemical coatings for
sun control ﬁlms, chemical coatings on
ﬁlms for better adhesion of the inks, etc.

Anilox / Coating Roller
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Persistence is the twin sister of Excellence.
One is a matter of quality; the other, a matter of time. – Annonymous

The epitome of accuracy: Laser Technology
Shilp offers, for the ﬁrst time in India,
Laser precision for Gravure Cylinders.
Thus far, the Gravure Cylinders were
engraved chemically or
electromechnically. We have now
procured state-of-the-art; the Fiber Laser
Engraving machine together with
supporting equipment for coating,
etching and ﬁnishing.
In the Digital Laser machine, the beam
can be focused down to 10 microns. This
low size beam allows cutting of micro text
which is important for security i.e.
guarding against unauthorised
duplication & copyright violations.
It is impossible to cut micro text with
electronic engraving.
The PC based Digital Laser also allows
for better registration and higher quality
where contrast is more demanding, and
where more depth, smaller dot sizes,

higher tone value range with higher
contrasts are required. The Digital Laser
system permits a variety of combinations
of numerous screen widths and screen
points. The machine is equipped with
engraving software to enable step and
repeat of images in circumferential and
axial direction, seamless joints in
circumferential and axial direction,
automatic seam correction for vertical
lines, roller check on control monitor,
image overlay (overlay check), engraving
of registration marks, colour registration
check, image cut out and plotting an
individual dot gain compensation curve.
Digital Laser engraving is therefore ideal
for printing cigarette packages, wall
paper, labels, acrylic foam, food and non
food packages, paper, foil, décor and
security printing. Special applications for
UV and water based inks, as well as hot
melt and lacquer are available.
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Excellence will not lower its standard to us.
We must raise our standard to Excellence. -Rev. Randall R. McBride, Jr.

Growing centre of Excellence: .a designer - pre-press solutions
Expanding our sphere of excellence, we
have now absorbed into the Shilp group
.a designer & a consultant – a full service
pre-press shop for ﬂexo with more than a
decade’s experience and renown as a
sophisticated, hi-tech unit. Thru this
expansion in services, we will be able to
provide superior, practical and
cost-effective solutions to all our
discerning customers’ pre-press needs.
a consultant’s ﬂexo plate processing unit
is equipped with DuPont Cyrel 2001P,
one of the world’s ﬁnest digital plate
processors producing plates of up to
42x60 inch / 106x152 cm – becoming the
ﬁrst to produce this size which is the

CDI 4260, Spark

largest available in South Asia. The
machine itself is a complete inline
processor with exposing, punching,
processing, drying and cutting
operations.
a consultant’s Esko Suite 7 based work
ﬂow clubbed with the digital imager CDI
ensures global quality output ideal for
label and packaging industries. While an
Esko BG 3800 image setter provides
direct ﬁlm output of 800 mm x 1100 mm
(31.5 x 43.3 inch) size.
a consultant also provides UV coating
plates, embossing blocks, letterpress
plates, etc.

2001 Plate Processor

CDI 4260, Spark
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We need to internalize this idea of Excellence. -Barack Obama

An array of excellence to choose from
Fixed shaft
mm

Hollow
mm

mm

mm

Electromechanical Engraved Rollers
maximum
minimum
maximum
roller dia
370
101
400
roller face length
2300
350
2300
over all length with shaft
2550
500
NA

minimum
101
350
NA

Mechanically Engraved Rollers
maximum
minimum
maximum
370
101
400
2300
350
2300
2550
250
NA

minimum
101
350
NA

roller dia
roller face length
over all length with shaft

roller dia
roller face length
over all length with shaft

Chemically Etched Rollers
maximum
minimum
300
100
1500
200
1800
250

maximum
300
1500
NA

minimum
100
200
NA

roller dia
roller face length
over all length with shaft

Laser Engraved Rollers
maximum
minimum
500
50
2300
100
2550
200

maximum
500
2300
NA

minimum
50
100
NA
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Excellence can only be attained. Not Purchased. - Samuel Johnson

Building on the best
Softwares
Artpro
Nexus Webway
Nexus Processor

On Mac
ver 8.6
ver 5(1).0
ver 8.5

On PC
NA
NA
NA

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Ilustrator
Freehand
Corel Draw

ver CS3
ver CS3
ver 10.0
ver 11

ver 7.0
ver 9.0
ver 11.0
ver X3

Arabesque

NA

ver 4.0

Packedge with Secupack
& Shrink Sleeve
Colortone
Plato
Flexproof
Flexrip BI

NA

ver 4.0

NA
NA
NA
NA

ver 2.1
ver 2.0
ver 2.1
ver 5.1

Proofers
Matchprint 5542
Xerox Fiery XP12

Dimensions
42” width
A4 & A3

Scanners
Scanner Cezanne
(Reection & transparancy)

30.5 X 48.25 cms.

Large Format Scanner (Reection)

100 X 150 cms.
upto thickness of
18cms.
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778/6, Pramukh Industrial Estate,
Sola-Santej Road, Village Rakanpur, Tal. Kalol,
Dist.: Gandhinagar-382 722, Gujarat, India
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